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SITE: ACTUN CHEN (AKTUN CH'E'N) NUMBER: DATE: 2/21/1989

ETYMOLOGY: Diccionario Maya Cordemex (1980) gives Aktun Ch'e'n = cave with

water.

BACKGROUND: I visited site in February of 1989, accompanied by Dr. Hanns J.

Prem and Ursula Dykerhoff Prem, of Bonn, Germany. We learned of site from

local informant, who also gave site name as Actun Chen. I know of no earlier

references to this site, which is not shown in the Archaeological Atlas of

Yucatan and not mentioned in the 1987 or 1988 Informes of Nicholas Dunning.

SITUATION: Site is situated about 1/2 km north of white road connecting Ejido

Chunhuaymil with Campeche-Merida highway, at a point about 2-2 1/2 km east

of junction of this road with the paved highway. This places it about 1 km

northwest of the ruins of Balche, which is about 1/2 km south-southeast of the

same white road at km 3.

TOPOGRAPHY: Ruins are sited on a low rock outcrop in the middle of a small,

fairly level valley. Valley has appearance of a savanna but local informant

indicated that it had earlier been covered with trees, which had only recently

been cut down.

WATER SUPPLY: Cave (or cenote ?) with water nearby, which gives site its

name. We did not note any chultuns in the immediate vicinity of Structure I

although they may be present.

MAPS: None.

SIZE: Apparently a very small site as we noted only one other small mound, in

addition to main group.

CIVIC PLAN: Site is too small to speak of civic plan. Structure I stands on a

low platform, which in turn stands on a higher platform or terrace.

COMMENTS: While site is very small, it is important to the architectural

survey of Puuc region since it is one of very few sites in eastern sector of

this region with standing building in very early architectural style. (Proto-

Puuc)



SITE: ACTUN CHEN NUMBER: DATE: 2/21/1989

STRUCTURE I

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Small, two-story building with three rooms in line on

lower level and 2-3 rooms on upper level, now completely collapsed. Main

facade, with 5 doorways, faces north.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for main (north) facade.

ORIENTATION: 20 degrees (magnetic), perpendicular to north facade.

BASE MOLDING: No data - covered with debris.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Unknown - lower portion covered with debris.

Stonework: Walls faced with small, squarish blocks, .20-.30 m in size, only

moderately well-cut.

Thickness: Front wall .61 m thick at doorjamb.

Decoration: North wall appears to have been painted red, judging from traces of

painted plaster still in place.

DOORWAYS:

Shape; Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with small blocks, similar to those used in wall facings.

Lintels: Stone lintels, about .16 m thick.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding.

Size: .14 m high.

Projection: .21 m at bottom, .30 m at top.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: Unknown -

upper portion fallen.

Decoration: None.

Stonework: Upper wall faced with very roughly dressed blocks, which would
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have required a heavy coat of stucco to produce a smooth surface. This kind

of rough wall surface is typical for buildings in early Puuc styles, whereas later

classic Puuc styles feature walls faced with well-cut, veneer-type blocks.

CORNICE: No data -

completely fallen. I suspect there was no cornice molding

but have no proof of this at present.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Proto-Puuc or Early Puuc style.

OBSERVATIONS: In many respects, the details of this building seem typical for

the Early Puuc style (stonework in walls, medial molding, doorways) but the

vaults, faced with thin slabs tipped up, are more like those seen in Proto-Puuc

buildings such as the Eastern Building at Kupaloma.
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Actun Chen. Structure 1. View looking north from Structure 1.

Actun Chen. Structure 1. Portion of north facade.
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Actun Chen. Structure 1. Detail of doorway.
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SITE: ACTUN-CHEN NUMBER: DATE: 2/21/1989

STRUCTURE I

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (east room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 3.12 m.

Width: 2.18 m at doorjamb.

WALLS:

Height: 2.16 m (plus-minus) - floor to springline.

Thickness: Front wall .61 m thick at doorjamb.

Stonework: Walls faced with 11 courses of small to medium sized blocks, only

moderately well-cut.

Doorways: Doorway .65 m wide. Stone lintel, about .17 m thick. .37 m bottom

of lintel to springline.

Rod Sockets: Very small rod sockets near floor, about .20 m to center to center

on diagonal. None above.

Cordholders: Finger-type cordholders high and low, both sides of doorway. .86

m to center from doorjambs.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: Three shallow niches in back wall (near ends and in center),

about .30 m to top from springline. Niches are .13 m square, .17 m deep.

Square holes in end walls, same size as niches in rear wall. Additional niche

above lintel over doorway, .22 m high and .13 m wide.

Platforms: None.

Other: Small, shallow niches as seen in rear wall and above doorway are fairly

rare, whereas small, square holes in end walls are fairly typical Puuc details.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .15 m in long walls, .075 m end walls.

Height: 1.36 m
-

springline to bottom of capstones.

Form: Vault faces show straight sides.

Stonework: Except for springline course, which is fairly normal, vaults faced

with thin, roughly dressed slabs (.037-.06 m thick) with considerable chinking
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between courses. These slabs are tipped up, with part of bottom as well as

outer face exposed, making a very irregular surface.

Capstones: Capstone span about .25-.30 m. Very crude molding below capstones

with vertical face.

Crossbeams; Single crossbeams near ends of room, just below springline.

Additional crossbeams just below capstone molding.

Other: Construction technology used in vault very crude by normal Puuc

standards.
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SITE: ACTUN CHEN NUMBER: DATE: 2/21/1989

STRUCTURE I

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2 (central room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.01 m.

Width: 2.09 m at doorjamb.

WALLS:

Height; 2.03 m (plus-minus) - floor to springline.

Thickness; .62 m at doorjamb.

Stonework: Walls faced with 10 courses of small to medium sized blocks, only

roughly dressed.

Doorways; Three doorways, varying slightly in width (.61 m to .68 m). .37 m
-

bottom of lintels to springline.

Rod Sockets: Pairs of rod sockets, vertical, just above floor, .06 m to center

from inside wall. Single sockets above, .16 m to center from inside wall.

Cordholders; Finger-type cordholders, high and low, centered in piers between

doorways. Three additional cordholders in rear wall, about .76 m above floor.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: Three shallow niches, .13-.15 m square, in rear wall in second

course of stones below springline. Small, square holes in both end walls, same

as in Room 1.

Platforms: None.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .22 m front wall, .20 m rear wall, .10 m end walls.

Height: 1.17 m
-

springline to bottom of capstones.

Form: Vault faces show slight curvature.

Stonework: Same as in Room 1.

Capstones: Capstone span about .25-.30 m
- line is very irregular. Very crude

molding below capstones.

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams at springline, near ends of room and in center

of room.

OBSERVATIONS: All details of this room similar to those seen in Room 1.
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SITE: ACTUN CHEN NUMBER: DATE: 2/21/1989

STRUCTURE I

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 3 (west room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length; 3.05 m.

Width: 2.11 m.

WALLS:

Height: Same as Room 1 (about 2.14 m).

Thickness: .65 m at doorjamb.

Stonework: Same as in Rooms 1 and 2.

Doorway; Fallen
- width uncertain.

Rod Sockets; No data.

Cordholders: Finger-type cordholders high, none visible below. .05 m from

doorjambs.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: Three niches in rear wall below springline, as in Rooms 1 and 2.

Small, square holes in both end walls, as in Rooms 1 and 2.

Platforms: None.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .23 m back wall.

Height; Same as Room 1.

Form: Vault faces show slight curvature.

Stonework: Same as in Rooms 1 and 2.

Capstones: Same as in Rooms 1 and 2.

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams at ends of room, just below springline.

Other: Vault fallen at west end.

OBSERVATIONS: Rooms on upper level completely collapsed
-

no data.
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SITE: CHIMAI, GROUP 1 (RANCHO CHUNCHIMAI) NUMBER: DATE: 2/23/1989

BACKGROUND: Site was first reported by Teobert Maler who visited the site in

July of 1889 (Hanns Prem, personal communication). Maler noted four different

groups of structures in the vicinity of the Rancho Chimai which numbered 1-4.

Unfortunately, Maler's notes on these groups have not been published and there

may be some question as to our identification of this particular group. Site is

not shown in Archaeological Atlas of Yucatan and I know of no previous

references, other than Maler's. I visited the site in February of 1989,

accompanied by Dr. Hanns J. Prem and Ursula Dykerhoff Prem of Bonn, Germany,

and we worked as a team in recording the data presented on the following pages.

SITUATION: The ruins are situated about 1/2 km southeast of the modern

buildings of the Rancho Chimai, and the rancho itself is located about 1.5 km

southwest of the Ejido Chunhuaymil. The ranch can be reached via a dirt road

connecting to a white road leading from highway to Ejido Chunhuaymil. From

the ranch buildings it is no more than 500 meters to Structure I.

TOPOGRAPHY: Site is situated on floor of a small valley, with typical Puuc

hills at varying distances on all sides.

WATER SUPPLY: No permanent water supply at rancho and we did not note any

chultunes near the ruins, although they may be present.

MAPS: None.

SIZE: Appears to be a very small site as we noted only one other mound,

representing the remains of a fallen vaulted building, about 100 meters west of

Structure I.

CIVIC PLAN: Site too small to discuss civic plan. Structure I stands on a low

platform with a larger platform extending 4-5 meters in front.

COMMENTS: While site is very small, the unusual details of the upper wall zone

at rear of Structure I add an important 'local variation" to the list of Puuc

decorative features. See photos and description of rear facade.
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SITE: CHIMAI, GROUP 1 NUMBER: DATE: 2/23/1989

STRUCTURE I

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Two-room building on low platform, with doorways

facing east-southeast. Room 1 (south room) mostly fallen but Room 2 largely

intact.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for front (east) facade only. See

separate sheet for details of rear facade.

ORIENTATION: 110 degrees (magnetic) perpendicular to front wall.

BASE MOLDING: No data - covered with debris.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain
- lower portion covered with debris.

Stonework: Walls faced with blocks of varying size (.17 x .17 m to .32 x .46 m),

moderately well finished.

Thickness: Front wall .61 m thick at doorjamb.

Decoration: None - walls are plain.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs; Faced with large slabs, about .25 m thick, full thickness of wall.

Lintels; Stone lintel, .23 m thick.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Three members -

apron-type lower member, rectangular member at top,

continuous colonnettes in central member.

Size; Overall height = .56 m. Upper member .15 m high. Colonnettes .21 m.

Lower member .20 m.

Projection; .15 m at bottom, .08 m at top.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: .76 m
-

top of medial molding to bottom of cornice.
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Decoration: Groups of 2 or 3 colonnettes with spools in center, alternating with

plain areas. Colonnettes project .05-.07 m beyond face of adjacent walls.

Stonework: Wall areas faced with 3 courses of small blocks, moderately well-cut.

CORNICE:

Form: Probably 4 members. Lower three members same as medial molding, with

addition of outward sloping coping member above.

Size: Same as medial molding.

Projection: .15 m at bottom.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Main facade shows only classic Colonnette style

features but upper facade at rear is completely different.
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SITE: CHIMAI, GROUP I NUMBER: DATE: 2/23/1989

STRUCTURE I

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for upper wall zone of rear wall only.

MEDIAL MOLDING: No real medial molding. Projecting course of stones about

.19 m high at point where lowest member of medial molding would normally

occur. Wall above, with moderate inward slope, is flush with outer face of

projecting course below (see details).

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: 1.31 m
- bottom of projecting upper wall to bottom of cornice.

Decoration; Row of good sized frets (.52 m wide x .33 m high) starting at a

point of 1.24 m from north end wall and running south to point where wall has

fallen. Additional sculptured fret above and to left of bottom row, .60 m above.

Group of three inset colonnettes just below cornice. Left edge of colonnettes

about even with right edge of first fret below (see photos and details).

Stonework: Upper wall faced with small, squarish blocks set in relatively even

courses.

Other: Upper wall mostly fallen at north end and it is difficult to tell if end

wall(s) had profile and details as seen in front wall or rear wall.

CORNICE; Assume 4 member cornice as in front wall although only lowest

member is still in place.

OBSERVATIONS: The sculptured one-piece frets seen in the upper wall at the

rear of Structure I represent a unique decorative feature as far as typical

colonnette style buildings are concerned, although mosaic-type frets are

typical for classic Puuc Mosaic style buildings. Since it has no known

counterparts, the fret-decorated upper wall here must be considered as a

strictly local anomoly.
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SITE: CHIMAI, GROUP I NUMBER; DATE: 2/23/1989

STRUCTURE I

INTERIOR DETAILS: ROOM 2 (Room 1 fallen -

no data).

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.55 m.

Width; 2.84 m at doorjamb.

WALLS:

Height: Unknown -

room partly filled with debris.

Thickness; Front wall .61 m thick at doorjamb.

Stonework; Walls faced with small, squarish blocks, only moderately well

finished.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 1.01 m wide. Lintel, .23 m thick, .46 m bottom of

lintel to springline.

Rod Sockets: None.

Cordholders: One good sized finger-type cordholder centered above doorway

lintel.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: Small holes, about .17 m square, in both end walls in second

course of stones below springline. Additional hole about same size in front

wall, .30 m from end wall.

Platforms; No data.

Other; Sculptured stone in south end wall in second course of stones above

springline.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .075 m long walls, .025 m end walls.

Height; 1.20 m
-

springline to bottom of molding below capstones.

Form; Vault faces show moderate curvature.

Stonework: Vaults faced with 7 courses of wedge-shaped stones, varying

considerably in size.

Capstones; Capstone span about .21 m. Molding below capstones .10 m high.

Crossbeams: Locations uncertain.



Other; Most of vault fallen.

OBSERVATIONS: Construction seen in walls and vaults relatively crude by

normal Classic Puuc standards.
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SITE: KUPALOMA (X'KUPALOMA) NUMBER: DATE: 3/4/1989

BACKGROUND: Pollock (1980) is the first person to report on this site. I

visited the site in March of 1989, accompanied by Dr. Hanns J. Prem and Ursula

Dykerhoff Prem of Bonn, Germany and Karl Herbert Mayer of Graz, Austria, who

kindly assisted me in obtaining the data presented on the following pages.

Site is not listed separately in Archaeological Atlas of Yucatan and may have

been considered as a suburban outpost of Oxkintok, rather than a separate site.

See Comments, below, for further discussion of this point.

SITUATION: According to Pollock (1980:328), the center, or focus, of the site

is about 1.5 km southeast of Oxkintok.

TOPOGRAPHY: The ground is generally flat in the vicinity of the site and the

ruins stand on a low outcrop of rock.

WATER SUPPLY: We noted one chultun just behind the Eastern Building and

another a short distance west of this building. (See also Water Supply under

Oxkintok in Pollock, 1980).

MAPS: No known map of this site.

SIZE: Pollock (1980) indicates that site includes at least three groups of

structures, spread out over a distance of at least 1 km in an east-west

direction.

CIVIC PLAN: No data, due to lack of adequate map. The Eastern Building,

which is the only structure we recorded, stands on a low platform or terrace

with no other structures in the immediate vicinity.

COMMENTS: Pollock (1980) recognized that this site, which is no more than

1.5-2.0 km from the center of Oxkintok, might well be considered as a suburban

outpost of Oxkintok rather than as a separate entity. Structure 3B2 at

Oxkintok, which has recently been excavated by the Spanish Archaeological

Mission in Mexico, can easily be seen from the doorway of the Eastern Building

at Kupaloma (bearing 307 degrees, magnetic). I believe that Kupaloma should
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actually be considered as part of "Greater Oxkintok", but am treating it

separately to conform with earlier report on same building by Pollock.
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SITE: KUPALOMA NUMBER: DATE: 3/4/1989

STRUCTURE: Eastern Building

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Two room building with vaults running north-south.

Doorways on opposite sides (east and west). Western room mostly intact but

eastern room mostly fallen. High roof comb over central dividing wall, but only

lower portion is intact.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for west and south facades.

ORIENTATION: 293 degrees (magnetic), perpendicular to west facade.

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding.

Size: .24 m high.

Projection: Projects .025 m at top.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: 2.03 m
-

top of base molding to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: Walls faced with 9 courses of square to rectangular blocks, deeply

tenoned into hearting. Faces moderately well-cut.

Thickness: Exterior (west) wall .56 m thick at doorjamb.

Decoration: None.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with small blocks, similar to those used in wall facings.

Lintels: No data - fallen.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Three members, all of which are rectangular. Projecting central member.

Size; Overall height = .49 m. Lower member .19 m high, central member .11m

high.

Projection; .16 m at bottom. Central member projects .075 m beyond lower

member.
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UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain -

only lower portion still in place.

Decoration: Geometric design, together with projecting stones, in south

facade. See Pollock (1980:fig. 564) for suggested restoration.

Stonework; Walls faced with small squarish blocks, fairly well-cut.

CORNICE: No data - fallen.

ROOF STRUCTURE:

Description: Single wall, perforated roofcomb with holes in the form of crosses

and rectangles (see photos and details).

Location: Over central dividing wall between Rooms 1 and 2.

Dimensions: .76 m thick at base. Upper section (between projecting

horizontal moldings) with holes .70 m high. Large crosses .68 m high, .66 m

wide.

ARCHIOTECTURAL STYLE: Proto-Puuc style. See Pollock (1980:584-85) and

Andrews (1986:17-21) for discussion of this building and Proto-Puuc style.

OBSERVATIONS: Building appears to be about in same condition as when seen

by Pollock nearly fifty years ago.
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Kupaloma. Eastern Building. View of west side.

Kupaloma. Eastern Building. View from southwest.
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SITE: KUPALOMA NUMBER: DATE: 3/4/1989

STRUCTURE: Eastern Building

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (western room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 7.31 m.

Width: 1.62 m at doorjamb.

WALLS:

Height: 2.16 m
- floor to springline.

Thickness: Front wall = .56 m thick. Central dividing wall .91 m thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with 9-10 courses of small blocks, courses somewhat

irregular.

Doorways: Mostly fallen except for small portion of one jamb.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: Good sized, finger-type cordholders high and low, both sides of

doorway. 1.42 m center to center vertically.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: Small, square holes in ends of room in 2nd course of stones

below springline. Four additional holes in west wall at approximately same

height.

Platforms: None.

Other: Entire floor torn up by looters.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .15 m
- front wall.

Height: .99 m
-

springline to bottom of capstones.

Form: Vault faces show very slight curvature.

Stonework: Vaults faced with about 6 courses of very roughly dressed slabs

which are tipped up. Considerable chinking between courses, creating a fairly

rough surface.

Capstones: Capstone span about .38-.40 m. No molding below capstones.

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room at springline, about 1.06 m

to center from end walls.

Other: Vault surface very rough due to character of stonework and technology

employed. See similar vault construction in Structure 1, Actun Chen.
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Structure 3BI. Laval 3 - Plan

Structura 3BI. Lay* 2 - Plan

Structure 361. Laval I

Oxkintok. Yucatan
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G.F. Andrews. 1969
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OXKINTOK. Structure 3B1. View of east side after recent excavation

OXKINTOK. Structure 3B1. Southeast corner, levels 2 and 3. Note vent holes, S. side
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OXKINTOK. Structure 3B1. Detail showing apron-type molding, east side, level 2.

OXKINTOK. Structure 3B1. Interior of central room, upper level.
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SITE: OXKINTOK NUMBER: 16Qd(7):7 DATE: 2/25/1989

STRUCTURE 3B1

INTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for rooms on third level.

ROOM 16:

Length: 14.17 m.

Width: 1.60 m.

Doorway: Doorway to Room 17 is .91 m wide.

ROOM 17:

Length: 14.34 m.

Width: 1.67 m.

Height: 2.79 m
- floor to springline.

Doorway: Doorway to Room 18 is 1.06 m wide.

Other: Floor of this room raised .10 m above floor of Room 18.

ROOM 18:

Length: 14.85 m.

Width: 1.90 m.

Height: 2.56 m -

top of projecting molding along west wall to springline.

Doorways: Doorway near north end is 1.39 m wide.

ROOM 19:

Length; 1.67 m.

Width; 1.60 m.

Other: Passageway and stairway leading down to second level starts at

southwest corner of this room (see plan).
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OXKINTOK. Structure 3B2. Stairway on north side of main platform



OXKINTOK. Structure 3B2. Main stairway, north side, after recent excavation

OXKINTOK. Structure 3B2. Detail showing foot of stairway and adjacent rooms
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OXKINTOK, Structure 3B2. East side of pyramid after recent restoration

OXKINTOK. Structure 3B2. Detail of east side showing talud-tablero moldings
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SITE: OXKINTOK NUMBER: 16Qd(7):7 DATE: 2/25/1989

STRUCTURE: 3C6

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Good sized building with two parallel rows of rooms

and one lateral room at east end (see plan). This building is secondary to

Structure 3C5 and rooms at west end are joined directly to east end of Structure

3C5. Main facade faces north. This building recently excavated and

consolidated by Spanish Archaeological Mission in Mexico and data below based

on recent excavations, is intended to supplement data provided by Pollock

(1980:298-301) which was recorded many years earlier.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for main (north) facade only. No data

for other facades.

ORIENTATION: 6 degrees (magnetic) perpendicular to north facade.

BASE MOLDING: No real base molding on this side. In place of normal base,

low platform, about .15 m high and 1.11 m deep, extends nearly full length of

north facade (see plan).

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: 1.90 m
-

top of platform to bottom of projecting upper wall.

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed blocks varying in size, set in

uneven courses.

Thickness; Exterior wall .76 m thick at doorjamb of Room 1.

Decoration: None. - wall is plain.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with medium to large size blocks, only roughly dressed.

Lintels; Stone lintels, about .20-.23 m thick.

Other; Low step up to raised floor of Room 2 is flush with inside wall of three

doorways in north wall. Floor raised .18 m above floor line of adjacent Room 1.

MEDIAL MOLDING: No real medial molding
-

upper wall projects out .20-.23 m



beyond lower wall and continues up vertically. Pollock (1980:fig. 513a) believed

there was a heavy rectangular medial molding made with two courses of stone

but this was not evident to us.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: Unknown
-

upper portion fallen. Small section of upper wall standing to

height of 2.05 m.

Decoration: Pollock (1980:301) believed there were recessed panels in upper wall

which may have carried stucco decoration. Unfortunately, we were unable to

confirm this detail.

Other: Most of finished portion of upper facade now fallen and portion now

visible is face of construction joint.

CORNICE: No data -

upper portion of wall fallen.

ROOF STRUCTURE: Pollock (1980:301) refers to remains of "flying facade"

above north facade of indefinite design. Here again, we were unable to confirm

the presence of this feature.

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE: Raised floor in Room 2 and all cross walls between

Rooms 1-3 and 5-8 appear to be secondary constructions. In addition, a room

of indeterminate length was added at the southeast corner of Room 4. This

room shows classic Puuc details, in contrast to main building, which is

executed in Early Oxkintok style. As noted earlier, Structure 3C6 is secondary

to Structure 3C5 as west walls of Rooms 1 and 8 are actually east end walls of

Structure 3C5.



Structure 3C6 - Plan
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SITE: OXKINTOK NUMBER: 16Qd(7):7 DATE: 2/25/1989

STRUCTURE: 3C6

INTERIOR DETAILS: ROOM 1

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 7.15 m.

Width: 2.40 m.

WALLS:

Height: 2.12 m
- floor to springline.

Thickness: Exterior wall .71 m thick at doorjamb. Dividing wall to Room 8 =

1.32 m thick at doorjamb.

Stonework: Walls faced with square to rectangular blocks varying in size, only

roughly dressed. Wall surfaces fairly irregular due to poor stonework.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 1.04 m wide - .33 m bottom of lintel to springline.

Doorway in dividing wall to Room 8 is .91 m wide. Lintel over this doorway

carries Initial Series inscription beginning with 9.2. (See Shook, 1940, Figs. 1

and 6).

Rod Sockets: No data -

jambs of exterior doorway reconstructed.

Cordholders: No data.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: Small hole, 1.52 m to center from west end wall, just below

springline in central wall. Hole is .23 m high, .15 m wide. Large opening

(doorway ?) .95 m wide, in west end wall (see plan).

Platforms: Platform in east end of room, 1.24 m deep, about .30 m high.

Other: This room recently excavated and partly reconstructed.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset Varies - .09 to .20 m (very irregular)

Height: 1.75 m
-

springline to bottom of capstones.

Form: Vault faces show moderate curvature, with curvature increasing near top.

Stonework: Vaults faced with 8 courses of roughly dressed slabs, .075 to .12 m

thick. Slabs tipped up, with considerable chinking between courses.

Capstones: Capstone span about .37 m
- line is very irregular. No molding
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below capstones.

Crossbeams; Single crossbeams near both ends of room at springline.

Additional crossbeams in third course of stones below capstones.

Other: Portion of vault over doorway in exterior wall reconstructed.
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SITE: OXKINTOK NUMBER: 16Qd(7):7 DATE: 2/25/1989

STRUCTURE: 3C6

INTERIOR DETAILS: ROOM 4 (lateral room east end)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 6.17 m.

Width: 2.30 m.

WALLS:

Height: 2.23 m
- floor to springline.

Thickness; East exterior wall .66 m thick. Dividing wall to Room 5 is .94 m

thick at doorjamb.

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed blocks of varying sizes, ranging

from .66 m long and .30 m high to .20 by .20 m.

Doorways: Exterior doorway in east wall is 1.06 m wide. Doorway in rear wall

to Room 5 is 1.01 m wide. This doorway has lintel carved with glyphs (see

Pollock, 1980: fig. 518b).

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: None visible.

Rings; None.

Wall Openings; Niche in rear wall, .35 m wide, .30 m high, .30 m deep, with top

.61 m below springline. Niche is 1.13 m to right of doorjamb. Small niche

centered in north end wall, .15 x .15 m, .20 m deep.

Platforms: Low platform in north end of room, 1.57 m deep, .13 m high.

Other: Additional room added at a later date at south end (see plan).

VAULTS:

Springline Offset; Varies - .12-.15 m in long walls, .10 m end walls.

Height; 1.67 m
-

springline to last course of vault stones.

Form: Vault faces show considerable curvature near top.

Stonework: Vaults faced with 9 courses of slabs, varying in thickness from .10

to .15 m. Slabs are tipped up with slope increasing toward top of vault.

Capstones: No data - fallen.

Crossbeams; Single crossbeams at springline, near ends of room and at

CI



midpoint. Two additional crossbeams in north end of room in third and fourth

courses of stones below capstones.

Other: Vault construction similar to that seen in Room 1.
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SITE: SANTA MARIA NUMBER:!6Qd(ll):9 DATE: 2/27/1989

The archaeological site known as Santa Maria is on the grounds of the old

hacienda Santa Maria, now a modern rancho. The ranch is about two kilometers

east-southeast of Tekax and the ruins, which are just behind the ranch

buildings, can easily be seen from the modern highway between Tekax and

Tzucacab. The site was first reported by John Lloyd Stephens (1843) who noted

a high mound surrounded by trees behind the hacienda of Santa Maria,

indicating the ruins of an ancient city. Even at that time there were no

standing buildings and Stephens did not bother to visit the mound in question.

I visited the site in February of 1989, accompanied by Dr. Hanns J. Prem and

Ursula Dykerhoff Prem, of Bonn, Germany. We examined a good sized pyramidal

mound (probably the mound noted by Stephens), as well as several other good

sized mounds, all of which bore traces of vaulted masonry buildings now

completely collapsed. In the debris, we noted one typical Puuc-type round

doorway column as well as several Puuc-type spools of the kind generally used

with colonnettes. It was clear, however, that most of the finished stones had

been systematically removed from the site in order to provide building material

for the hacienda and ranch buildings.
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Rancho Santa Maria. View of mounds

Rancho Santa Maria. Mounds with remains of walls still in place.
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SITE: TSITS (TZITZ) NUMBER: DATE: 2/27/1989

BACKGROUND: Teobert Maler visited site in March of 1889 (H. Prem, pers.

communication) but his notes have not yet been published. Site was relocated

in recent years by Ed Kurjack in conjunction with preparation of Archaeological

Atlas of Yucatan and given number noted above. I visited site in February of

1989, accompanied by Dr. Hanns J. Prem and Ursula Dykerhoff Prem, of Bonn,

Germany and we worked as a team in recording the data presented in the

following pages.

SITUATION: The site is situated on the grounds of rancho and the main

buildings of the rancho are about 9 km north of Tzucacab, a modern village on

highway number 184.

TOPOGRAPHY: The ground is relatively flat in the vicinity of the site and the

main group stands on a very low rise of ground not more than one hundred

meters northwest of the modern ranch buildings.

WATER SUPPLY: Modern well at ranch but we did not observe any ancient water

storage elements, such as chultuns or aguadas, both of which may be present.

MAPS: None.

SIZE: Appears to be a fair sized site (Class 3 or 4) as we noted a number of

mounds, some of which were of considerable size, spread out over a good sized

area generally east of the main group. Many of the larger mounds represent the

remains of fallen vaulted masonry buildings but none of these are sufficiently

well preserved to offer any real architectural data.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown, due to lack of any kind of site map. The main group

includes two good-sized pyramids in addition to Structure I (Maler's FJ Pequeno

Palacio).

COMMENTS: It is extremely unfortunate that only Structure I (Pequeno Palacio)

offers any architectural detail as this leaves open the question as to whether

the Chenes-like architecture of Structure I is characteristic of the site as a



whole or is simply an anomoly. In any case, the presence of even one Chenes

style (or Chenes-Puuc style) building in this part of the Northern Plains area

extends the Chenes-Puuc transitional zone considerably further to the

northeast than previously has been recognized.
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Tzits. Structure I. Plan and Section by Teobert Maler
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SITE: TSITS (TZITZ) NUMBER: DATE: 2/27/1989

STRUCTURE I

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: One-story building with six rooms (see plan). Room

arrangement is somewhat unusual and I cannot recall any buildings in either

Puuc or Chenes region with the same ground plan. Main facade faces east-

southeast.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for rear wall only. Front wall and end

walls fallen.

ORIENTATION: 118 degrees (magnetic) perpendicular to main (east) facade.

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Probably three members but only upper member and part of central member

now exposed. Rectangular upper member.

Size; Upper member .11 m high.

Projection; .025 m projection at top.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: 2.42 m
-

top of base molding to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: Walls faced with 11-12 courses of small, squarish blocks. Faces and

edges well-dressed. Large portion of standing wall covered with original

stucco.

Thickness: .81 m near doorjamb.

Decoration: None.

DOORWAYS: No data - fallen.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Three members -

apron-type member at bottom, projecting rectangular

member at top and plain central member.

Size Overall height = .56 m. Upper member .11m high, central member .26 m

high.

Projection: .20 m at bottom.



UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: 2.05 m
-

top of medial molding to bottom of cornice.

Decoration: None.

Stonework: Wall faced with small, well-cut blocks, same as those used in facing

of lower wall.

Other: Face of upper wall set back .05-.07 m from face of lower wall.

CORNICE: No data - fallen. Assume same as medial molding with addition of

outward sloping coping member at top.

ARACHITECTURAL STYLE: Chenes or Chenes-Puuc style. Stonework in walls

and vaults is more Chenes than Puuc in character and medial molding on rear

wall has Chenes, rather than Puuc profile. Maler indicated that the principal

(east) facade carried three gigantic decorations in the form of serpent heads,

which even at that time were much destroyed. Maler's photo of this facade

gives some idea of the general character of these masks which strike me as

essentially Chenes in style rather than Puuc.
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Tsits. Structure 1. Central dividing wall and entry to Room 3
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Tsits. Sculptured stones re-used in wall of ranch building.
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Tsits. Structure 1. View of rear wall.
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SITE: TSITS (TZITZ) NUMBER: DATE: 2/27/1989

STRUCTURE I (Pequeno Palacio)

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM 1: No data, completely fallen.

ROOM 2

Length; About 10.31 m.

Width: Uncertain. Maler gives width as 2.31 m but my notes say that this room

is at least 2.74 m wide.

Doorways: Number of doorways in front wall uncertain. Maler's plan (fig. )

shows three doorways, but there may have been only two doorways as suggested

in our restored plan.

Springline Offset: .07 m
-

rear wall.

Vault Height; 1.88 m
-

springline to bottom of capstones.

Other; Front wall and front half of vault completely collapsed.

ROOM 3: No data -

completely fallen.

ROOM 4:

DIMENSIONS:

Length; 3.43 m.

Width: 2.94 m.

WALLS:

Height; No data -

room partly filled with debris.

Thickness; West wall .81 m thick.

Stonework; Walls faced with squarish blocks of varying size, set in fairly even

courses.

Doorways: No data - fallen.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: None.



Platforms; No data.

Other; Room mostly filled with debris. Only small portion of vault still in

place.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: Varies - .05-. 10 m.

Height: 2.38 m
-

springline to bottom of capstones.

Form; Vault faces have straight sides.

Stonework; Vault faced with 12 courses of roughly-cut slab to wedge-shaped

stones. Faces roughly cut to slope of vault.

Crossbeams; No data.

ROOM 5:

Length; 3.94 m.

Width; 2.93 m.

WALLS:

Height: Uncertain -

room partly filled with debris.

Thickness: Dividing wall to front room .94 m thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with squarish blocks of varying size, set in fairly even

courses.

Doorway; Doorway in central dividing wall fallen -

no data.

Rod Sockets; No data -

jambs fallen.

Cordholders; Good sized tongue-shaped cordholders high and low to right side

of doorway. .61 m from end wall. 1.30 m center to center vertically. Upper

cordholder at bottom of lintel.

Rings; None.

Wall Openings: None.

Other: Considerable stucco on rear wall, about 6 mm thick. Cross walls are

integral with front and back walls.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset; Varies - .05-.10 m. No offset in end walls.

He'g"t; 1.70 m
-

springline to bottom of capstones.

Form; Vault faces are straight.

Stonework: Vault faced with 11 courses of slab to wedge-shaped stones.

Exposed faces roughly cut to slope of vault.

75-



Capstones; Capstone span about .46-.51 m. No molding below capstones.

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in second course of stones

below springline, .17 m to center from end walls. Pairs of crossbeams near

ends of room in third course of stones above springline, .33 m to center from

end walls. Additional crossbeams near ends of room in second course of stones

below capstones.

OBSERVATIONS: Considerable chinking between each course of vault stones,

creating rough surface which required thick coat of stucco.

ROOM 6:

Length; 3.36 m.

Width: 2.91 m.

Other: Room mostly fallen. Remaining details similar to those seen in Room 4.
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SITE: XKIPCHE NUMBER: DATE: 3/3/1989

BACKGROUND: Teobert Maler visited this site in December of 1893 but his

notes have not yet been published (H. Prem, pers. communication). Site was

relocated in early 1980's by Ed Kurjack, during preparation of Archaeological

Atlas of Yucatan and may be shown as site 16Qd(10):38 in Atlas although it is

not identified as such under this number. I visited the site in March of 1989

accompanied by Dr. Hanns J. Prem and his wife Ursula Dykerhoff, of Bonn,

Germany and Karl Herbert Mayer of Graz, Austria. Unfortunately, our visit was

woefully brief and most of the data we recorded refers to a very large two-

story, L-shaped building which we are calling Structure I. We noted a number

of other structures, which we were unable to record, due to lack of time.

SITUATION: The site is situated about 9 to 10 km west of Uxmal, and about the

same distance east of the old hacienda X-Nohlam. This area is not well known

archaeologically, which may account for the fact that there are no published

references.

TOPOGRAPHY: The ground is relatively flat in the vicinity of the site and the

ruins stand on a low rise of ground at the edge of a good sized savanna.

WATER SUPPLY: No real data. We noted one chultun on the west side of

Structure I and there are undoubtedly others present which we did not see.

MAPS: See sketch map of main groups included with this report.

SIZE: Unknown, due to lack of adequate map. I believe that further exploration

would show it to be a fair sized site but this is only an impression, based in

part on the size of Structure I, which is outsized compared to typical Puuc

buildings elsewhere.

CIVIC PLAN: Again, unknown due to lack of adequate map. Main group(s), as

shown in sketch map, form well organized quadrangular complexes but larger

scheme is unknown.

COMMENTS: The relationship of Xkipche to Uxmal, if any, is unknown at this
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time. While it is further from Uxmal than either Xcoch or Nohpat, it is the

only known site of any consequence west of Uxmal and it might well be possible

to see the larger buildings at Uxmal from the uppermost level of Structure I,

since there are no large hills between the two sites.
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Xkipche. Group B, Structure 3. View of rear wall

Xkipche. Group B, Structure 3. Detail of rear wall
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SITE: XKIPCHE NUMBER: DATE: 3/3/1989

STRUCTURE I

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Structure I is a very large two-story, L-shaped

building with a total of thirty, or more, rooms. Unfortunately, many of the

rooms on both levels are now fallen (or were filled in) and the number of rooms,

and their arrangement, is not entirely clear. Judging from what can presently

be seen without extensive clearing or excavation, Structure I consists of two

major components, which for purposes of identification I am calling the East

Wing and South Wing. The East Wing has undergone at least two major

alterations and it is possible that this wing represents an addition to the

South Wing since the facade treatment of the two wings is different and the

floor levels of the two wings do not seem to correspond.

The South Wing, with several rooms on both levels still largely intact, appears

to have been conceived at the outset as a two story building since the rooms on

the upper level are built over a solid core on the first level. There are single

rows of rooms on the lower level which extend beyond the solid core supporting

the upper level rooms (see plans). A broad stairway on the west side gives

access from the lower level to the rooms on the upper level. There was no

passageway below this stairway and no room behind the stairway, which further

indicates that this wing was conceived at the outset as a two story unit.

In contrast, the East Wing appears to have originally consisted of a single

story with pairs of rooms, one behind the other on the south side and a single

row of rooms on the north side, supplemented with lateral rooms at the east end

(see plan). At a later date the rooms on the north side, together with most of

the rear rooms on the south side, were filled in, probably in preparation for

adding additional rooms above. In addition, a large platform was built against

the north facade of the north rooms, completely burying the rooms on this side.

The rooms on the upper level of this wing have now completely collapsed and the

number of rooms, and their arrangement, is a matter of conjecture.
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Xkipche. Group A, Str. I. Portion of facade. East Wing. Xkipche. Group A, Str. I. Detail of upper facade. E. Wing.



Xkipche. Group A, Str. I. Detail of recessed lintel over doorway to Room 4.
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SITE: XKIPCHE NUMBER: DATE: 3/3/1989

STRUCTURE I

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for west facade of South Wing, lower

level.

ORIENTATION: 280 degrees (magnetic) perpendicular to west facade.

BASE MOLDING: No data - covered with debris.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Unknown - lower portion covered with debris.

Stonework: Walls faced with small to medium sized squarish blocks, moderately

well dressed.

Thickness: Exterior wall .56 m thick at doorjambs.

Decoration: None.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs; Faced with large slabs, full thickness of walls.

Lintels: Stone lintels.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Two members -

apron-type lower member with rectangular member above.

Size; Overall height = .40 m. Lower member .26 m high, upper member .14 m

high.

Projection: .11 m at bottom.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: 1.06 m -

top of medial molding to bottom of cornice.

Decoration: None.

Stonework: Wall faced with squarish blocks, moderately well-finished, similar to

those used in lower walls.

Other: Upper wall is vertical.
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CORNICE:

Form: Uncertain -

only portion of lower member in place.

Size: Lower member about .15-.18 m high.

Projection: About .10 m at bottom.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Intermediate style.
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SITE: XKIPCHE NUMBER: DATE: 3/3/1989

STRUCTURE I

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for south facade of East Wing, lower

level.

ORIENTATION: 190 degrees (magnetic), perpendicular to south facade.

BASE MOLDING: No data - covered with debris.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Unknown
- lower portion covered with debris.

Stonework: Walls faced with medium sized, squarish blocks, moderately well

cut-and-dressed.

Thickness: Exterior wall .53 m thick at doorjambs.

Decoration Large, 3/4 round column at southeast corner, now fallen.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with large slabs, full thickness of wall.

Lintels: Stone lintels, now fallen.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Two members -

apron-type lower member with rectangular member above.

Size: Overall height about m. Upper member .16 m high.

Projection: .19 m at bottom.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: About .53 m (see detail)

Decoration: Projecting stones about .20 m thick and .48 m wide, about .46 m

above bottom of sloping upper wall.

Stonework: Wall faced with medium sized, squarish blocks, similar to those

used in lower wall facings.

Other: Upper wall has moderate inward slope. See details and photos.
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CORNICE:

Form: Three members -

apron-type lower member, rectangular central member

and outward sloping coping member above.

Size: Overall height about 1.01 m.

Projection: .16 m at bottom.

OBSERVATIONS: Profile of upper facade changes at a point about even with

east wall of Room 1. At this point upper wall to west has no real medial

molding as wall slopes up to cornice in single plane. Upper wall to east of this

point has medial molding as described above.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE. Classic Puuc Colonnette style, based on presence of

corner column in lower wall at southeast corner and colonnettes in rear wall of

lateral room at east end (Room 8).



SITE: XKIPCHE NUMBER: DATE: 3/3/1989

STRUCTURE I

INTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for Room 5 on south side of East Wing,

lower level.

ROOM 1

Length; 5.60 m.

Width: 3.07 m.

ROOM 2

Length; 7.01 m.

Width; 2.50 m.

ROOM 3

Length; 9.12 m.

Width; 2.38 m.

ROOM 4 - No data, mostly filled in.

ROOM 5

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 6.54 m.

Width; 2.50 m.

WALLS:

Height 2.20 m - floor to springline.

Thickness: Outside wall .53 m thick at doorjamb. Dividing wall to Room 6 = .71

m thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with squarish blocks, only moderately well-cut.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 1.75 m wide. Doorway to rear room (Room 6) is

1.84 m wide. Top of step to bottom of lintel = 2.03 m.

Rod Sockets: No data for exterior doorway. None in jambs of doorway in

dividing wall.
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Cordholders: Finger-type cordholders both sides of exterior doorway, 1.16 m

above floor. Wall above fallen.

Rings: Probable ring to right side of exterior doorway, .30 m to center below

springline, 1.01 m to right of doorjamb.

Wall Openings: None, but see data re: recess behind doorway in dividing wall.

Platforms: None.

Other: Step in front of doorway to rear room. Step is .43 m deep, .15 m high.

Step continues as molding at bottom of dividing wall to end walls. Rear room

filled in to full height of room, except for a small space behind doorway to rear

room where a recess has been left. Recess is same width as doorway. See

details.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: About .05 m long walls. Same at ends of room.

Height: 1.60 m
-

springline to bottom of capstones.

Form: Vault faces have moderate curvature.

Stonework: Vaults faced with 6 courses of wedge-shaped stones. Faces fairly

well-cut.

Capstones: Capstone span about .30-.35 m. Molding below about .10 m high.

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room, .56 m to center below

springline, .32 m to center from end walls. Six additional crossbeams at

bottom of first course of stones below capstone molding.

OBSERVATIONS: Large lintel above doorway to rear room, about .34 m thick.

Face of lintel is recessed (see detail).

ROOM 6 - No data -

mostly filled in.

ROOM 7

Length: 5.12 m.

Width: 2.17 m.

Platforms: Platform in east end of room, .63 m deep, .40 m high.

ROOM 8

Length; 5.60 m.

Width: 2.08 m.

Comments: See detail of decorative panels in rear wall.

ROOM 9 - No data - filled in. Doorway to this room 1.52 m wide.
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SITE: XKIPCHE NUMBER: DATE: 3/3/1989

STRUCTURE I

INTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for rooms on west side of South Wing,

lower level.

ROOM 1

Length: 5.83 m.

Width: 2.13 m.

ROOM 2

Length; 7.15 m.

Width; 2.11 m.

ROOM 3

Length; 5.14 m.

Width; 2.13 m.

Other; Platform in south end, .81 m. deep, .58 m high. Exterior doorway 1.11 m

wide.

ROOM 4

Length: 5.24 m.

Width: 2.09 m.

Other: Exterior doorway 1.06 m wide.

ROOM 5

Length: 5.02 m.

Width: 2.36 m.

Other: Exterior doorway .99 m wide.

ROOM 6

Length: 4.56 m.

Width: 2.11 m.

Other: Exterior doorway 1.01 m wide. Exterior wall .56 m thick at doorjamb.
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ROOM 7

Length: 2.60 m.

Width: 1.81 m.

Other: Note that vault of this room runs east-west, while vaults of rooms 1-6

run north-south.
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SITE: XKIPCHE NUMBER: DATE: 3/3/1989

STRUCTURE I

INTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for rooms on west side of South Wing,

upper level.

ROOMS 1 and 2 - No data -

completely collapsed.

ROOM 3

Length: 5.77 m.

Width: 2.0 m.

ROOM 4

Length: 2.89 m.

Width: 1.98 m.

ROOM 5

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 3.03 m.

Width: 2.03 m at doorway.

WALLS:

Height 2.40 m
- floor to springline.

Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 6 = .78 m thick. Front wall .54 m thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with 8 courses of roughly dressed, squarish blocks.

Doorways: Exterior doorway .86 m wide. .50 m bottom of lintel to springline.

Rod Sockets: None.

Cordholders; Finger-type cordholders high and low, both sides of doorway. .35

m to center from jambs. Upper cordholder at bottom of springline, 1.52 m

center to center vertically.

Rings; None.

Wall Openings: Small holes, about .13 m square, in end wall at top of second

course of stones below springline.

Other: Room relatively intact except for looter's holes in floor and rear wall.



VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .07 m
-

long walls and end walls.

Height: 1.42 m
-

springline to bottom of molding below capstones.

Form Vault faces show very slight curvature.

Stonework: Vaults faced with 6 courses of moderately well-cut wedge to boot-

shaped stones.

Capstones: Capstone span about .46 m -

slightly irregular. Molding below

capstones about .10 m high.

Crossbeams; Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones

below springline. Additional crossbeams near ends of room in capstone

molding.

Other; Jamb of doorway covered with layer of stucco about 6 mm thick.

ROOMS 6 - 12 - No data -

mostly collapsed.



SITE: ^<if6Hif NUMBER: DATE: 3/3/1989

STRUCTURE II

Structure II is a badly fallen building with six rooms, which is separated from

the South Wing of Structure I by a narrow passageway. (See sketch plan). Due

to lack of time, no data was recorded for this building but the upper portion of

its west facade appears to be nearly identical to the south facade of the lower

level of the East Wing of Structure I.
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SITE: KOM (XKOMILCHEN) NUMBER: DATE: 2/28/1989

BACKGROUND: Teobert Maler visited this site in December of 1888 but his

notes have not yet been published (Hanns Prem, personal communication). He

used the name Xkomilchen but it is now known as Kom. The first published

report comes from Reygadas (1928) who described several buildings from two

different groups. Pollock (1980) visited the site in 1936 but did not record any

architectural data. Karl Herbert Mayer (1982) has recorded several painted

capstones. A clearing and consolidation program was begun in 1982 by the

Centro Regional del Sureste, INAH, which was not completed until 1985. This

program involved only essential repairs to those buildings nearing the point of

total collapse and did not include any significant excavation. I have visited

the site on several occasions, most recently in February of 1989, and my data

refers to four different groups of structures which I have called Groups A-D.

SITUATION: The site is situated about 4 km west and slightly north of the

modern village of Xul. Pollock (1980) gives location as 7 km north-northwest

of Kiuic but it is actually about 6-7 km due east of Kiuic.

TOPOGRAPHY: The natural terrain in this vicinity is very hilly, with small

valleys between the hills. Group A is sited on a low hill near the center of the

site with Group D a short distance to the west. Group B occupies the top of a

high hill while Group C is on a low rise of ground.

WATER SUPPLY: We noted one or more chultunes in all four groups but did not

observe any natural water resources such as aguadas or sartenejas. We also

noted a well, about 3 to 4 meters deep, which had been cut into the top of a

small rock outcrop between Groups A and D.

MAPS: No overall map of site. See sketch maps of individual groups included

with this report.

SIZE: Appears to be a medium sized site (rank 4) even though the various

groups are spread out over a considerable distance. Group B is about one-half

kilometer north of Group A, with Group C about one-half kilometer to the south.

Group D is situated one hundred fifty to two hundred meters west of Group A.
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The areas between these groups have not been carefully explored and there are

undoubtedly other structures which we did not see.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown, due to lack of overall map. Plan is dispersed, as is the

case at those Puuc sites where siting of major building groups is restricted to

adjacent hills or higher points of ground, leaving considerable space between

groups.
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SITE: KOM NUMBER: 16Qd(10):92 DATE: 2/28/1989

GROUP A

This group, which seems to mark the center of the site, stands on a very low

hill between Groups B and C. The hill has been terraced into several levels

with Structures 1-3 forming a compact group on the main level and Structure 5

occupying a higher level to the southeast. Structure 4, which is on a lower

level, faces east, away from the main plaza, but the roof of these rooms is

about one meter above the level of the plaza (see sketch plan). Just behind

Structure 4, and at the main plaza level, are two small sections of standing

walls (see photos). The presence of these walls is hard to explain since there

is almost no debris in their immediate vicinity from a fallen, vaulted building.

A low platform is situated near the center of the main plaza with a well

preserved chultun a short distance to the northeast. An additional chultun can

be found in the lower terrace west of Structure 1.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Structure 1 is a complex building with as many as

twelve rooms on two different lower levels, and at least one room on an upper

level (see plan). The floor line of the rooms on the west side (Rooms 5, 6, and

8) is about 1.5 m lower than the floor line of the rooms on the east side (Rooms

1-4) and the top of cornice of the western rooms is even with the bottom of the

medial molding of the eastern rooms (see photos and detail). There is at least

one room on an upper level, which is directly above Room 7, but it is not clear

if there was an additional room to the north. The East Wing (Rooms 11 and 12)

is now completely collapsed and the plan of the rooms as shown in the sketch

plan is only an approximation.

ORIENTATION: 99 degrees (magnetic) perpendicular to east facade of Rooms 1

and 2.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for west and south facades of western

rooms, lower level (Rooms 1-4).

BASE MOLDING: No data - covered with debris.



LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain - lower portion of walls covered with debris.

Stonework: Walls faced with small to medium sized blocks, moderately well-

cut.

Decoration None.

DOORWAYS: No data - fallen.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form; Three members -

apron- type lower member, central member with

continuous colonnettes, rectangular upper member.

Size; Overall height = .58 m.

Projection: .15 m at bottom.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: .23 m
-

top of medial molding to bottom of cornice.

Decoration: Continuous plain colonnettes in upper wall zone.

Other; Note change in west wall above Rooms 5 and 6 where colonnettes (and

medial molding) stop and plain wall begins.

CORNICE:

Form; Four members. Lower three members same as medial molding, with

addition of outward sloping coping member above.

Size; No data.

Projection; No data.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Colonnette style. All remaining details

are typical for this style.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for south facade of Room 5, west side,

lower level. West facade of Rooms 5, 6, and 8 probably similar but this facade

has now fallen.

BASE MOLDING: No data - covered with debris.

LOWER WALL ZONE:



Height: Uncertain - lower portion covered with debris.

Stonework: Wall faced with small to medium sized blocks, moderately well-cut.

Thickness: South wall of Room 5 is .63 m thick.

Decoration: None.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Two members -

apron-type lower member with rectangular member above.

Size: Overall height = .33 m.

Projection: About .15 m at bottom.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: .69 m
-

top of medial molding to bottom of cornice.

Decoration: Uncertain. Portion of upper wall at south end still in place is

plain but spools in debris suggest some colonnettes with spools in upper wall

zone.

Stonework: Wall faced with square to rectangular blocks, varying in size.

Fairly well cut-and-dressed.

CORNICE:

Form: Three members -

apron-type lower member, rectangular central member,

and outward sloping coping member at top.

Size: Overall height .58 m.

Projection: About .13 m at bottom.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Colonnette style. While most of facade

of Rooms 5, 6, and 8 has fallen, the presence of spools in debris indicates

former presence of colonnettes with spools in upper facade.
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KOM, Group A. Remains of wall in plaza just behind Structure 4.

KOM, Group A, Structure 1. View showing remains of room at rear.
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SITE: KOM NUMBER: 16Qd(10):92 DATE: 2/23/1983

STRUCTURE: GROUP A, STRUCTURE 1

INTERIOR DETAILS: Data on interiors of rooms is incomplete. What data was

recorded is given below.

ROOM 1

Length: About 6.58 m.

Width; Uncertain - outer wall fallen.

Other; Step up to rear room (Room 2) about .43 high. Step continues as

projecting molding at bottom of dividing wall to rear room (see details).

ROOM 2

Length; 6.33 m.

Width: 2.23 m.

Vault: Painted capstone, centered in room, with remains of glyphs painted in

red.

ROOM 3

Length; 3.80 m.

Width; 2.48 m.

Doorways; Exterior doorway .80 m wide. Doorway to Room 4 is .62 m wide.

Vault: 1.22 m
-

springline to bottom of molding below capstones.

ROOM 4

Length; 2.48 m.

Width; 2.48 m.

ROOM 5

Length: 4.44 m.

Width: Uncertain - exterior wall fallen.

ROOM 6

Length; 5.42 m.

Width: Uncertain - exterior wall fallen.



Vault: 1.19 m
-

springline to bottom of capstones.

Other: Projecting "feet" in both end walls (see photos).

ROOM 7

Length: 5.29 m.

Width: 2.46 m.

WALLS:

Height; 1.83 m
- floor to springline.

Thickness; Dividing wall to Room 6 is .61 m thick at doorjamb.

Stonework; Walls faced with 8 courses of squarish blocks, moderately well-cut.

Doorways; Doorway in dividing wall is 1.16 m wide. Jambs faced with small

blocks, similar to those used in wall facings.

Rod Sockets; None.

Cordholders: Finger-type cordholders, high and low, both sides of doorway.

Wall Openings; None.

Platforms; None.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .07 m.

Height: 1.33 m -

springline to bottom of molding below capstones.

Form: Vault faces show slight curvature.

Stonework: Vaults faced with 6 courses of wedge-shaped stones, only

moderately well-cut.

Capstones: Capstone span about .60 m.

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones

below springline. No data on upper crossbeams.

ROOMS 8-11

These rooms completely collapsed
- No data recorded.
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SITE: KOM NUMBER: 16Qd(10):92 DATE: 2/23/1983

STRUCTURE 2 (GROUP A)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Range-type building with four rooms in line. Main

facade faces north.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for north facade.

ORIENTATION: 13 degrees (magnetic) perpendicular to main (north) facade.

BASE MOLDING: No data - covered with debris.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain - lower portion covered with debris.

Stonework: No data -

facing stones either fallen or deliberately removed by

local inhabitants in order to obtain building material.

Thickness: Front wall .68 m thick at doorjamb of Room 2.

Decoration: Remains of large, inset checkerboard panels on both sides of

doorways to Rooms 2 and 3 (see photos and details).

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with large slabs, full thickness of wall.

Lintels: Stone lintels, about .25 m thick.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Uncertain. Only lowest apron-type member still in place.

Size: Lower member .22 m high.

Projection: .56 m at bottom.

Observations: Stones used in lower member of medial molding are extremely

large, measuring .43 m wide, .23 m high, and 1.06 m deep. Projection at bottom

also extremely large, compared to typical classic Puuc moldings.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain -

upper portion fallen.
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Decoration: None in place as outer face of upper wall has been stripped off,

but decorative elements in debris include sawtooth elements from zig-zag

motif, small, double-T frets, and small cross shapes of the kind normally seen

in classic Puuc latticework. Hard to say how these forms were used but zig

zag elements probably used in central portion of medial and/or cornice

moldings.

Stonework: No data, other than decorative elements noted above.

CORNICE: No data -

completely collapsed.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Mosaic style.

OBSERVATIONS: Stylistic classification based mostly on decorative elements

seen in debris, all of which are typically found in classic Puuc Mosaic style

buildings. The checkerboard panels adjacent to the central doorways in the

lower wall zone are another matter as panels of this kind are normally found

only in buildings in the Rio Bee region, far to the south. The checkerboard

panels in Structure 2, together with the one in the "freestanding" wall to the

north, must be considered as anomolies as far as the Puuc region is concerned

until such time as additional examples of the same form are located in other

parts of this region.
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SITE: KOM NUMBER: 16Qd(10):92 DATE: 2/23/1983

STRUCTURE 2 (GROUP A)

ROOM 1

Length; 4.26 m.

Width; 2.79 m.

ROOM 2

Length; 4.26 m.

Width; 2.80 m.

INTERIOR DETAILS: ROOM 3

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.65 m.

Width: 2.81 m.

WALLS:

Height; Approximately 2.44 m
- floor to springline.

Thickness: Front wall .68 m thick at doorjamb.

tonework: Walls faced with 11 courses of square to rectangular blocks, only

moderately well cut-and-dressed.

Doorways: Exterior doorway .87 m wide. .52 m bottom of lintel to springline.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders; No data.

Wall Openings None.

Platforms; None.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .07-.10 m.

Height; 2.35 m
-

springline to bottom of molding below capstones.

Form; Vault faces have straight sides.

Stonework: Vaults faced with 7 courses of wedge to boot-shaped stones varying

considerably in height. Height of courses from bottom to top is: .24 m, .43 m,

.37 m, .43 m, .34 m, .22 m, .27 m.
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Capstones: Capstone span about .30 m. Molding below capstones about .10 m

high.

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room just above springline.

Additional crossbeams in third course of stones below capstone molding.

Other: Vault is higher than average classic Puuc vaults.

ROOM 4: No data, mostly fallen.
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SITE: KOM NUMBER: 16Qd(10):92 DATE: 2/23/1983

STRUCTURE 3 (GROUP A)

Structure 3 is now little more than a rough mound, representing the remains of

a completely collapsed vaulted masonry building. No architectural details

exposed and room arrangement and size as shown in sketch plan is conjecture,

based solely on size of mound.

STRUCTURE 4 (GROUP A)

Structure 4 is a long row of rooms forming the outer edge of the east side of

the main plaza of Group A (see sketch plan). The floor level of these rooms,

which are oriented to the east away from the plaza, is about 3.5 to 4.0 meters

below the plaza level but the top of the roof is about one meter higher than the

plaza level. The roof and rear wall of Structure 4 thus forms a kind of long

"bench" which marks the easternmost extension of the plaza. The front wall

and vaults of Structure 4 have now completely collapsed and no significant

architectural data is available without extensive excavation.
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SITE: KOM NUMBER: 16Qd)10):92 DATE: 2/23/1983

STRUCTURE 5 (GROUP A)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Structure 5 is a small building with seven rooms in

two parallel rows (see plan). Rooms 1-3, which open to the north, represent an

addition to an earlier building (Rooms 4-7) which faced south. While the front

wall of Rooms 1-3 has collapsed, a portion of the east end wall is sufficiently

well preserved to offer good data in regard to the facade treatment of the

northern rooms. Unfortunately, the western rooms have now mostly fallen and

offer little in the way of usable architectural data.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for east (and presumably north and west

facade of northern rooms (Rooms 1-3).

ORIENTATION: 6 degrees (magnetic) perpendicular to rear wall of Rooms 1-3.

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding.

Size; .33 m high.

Projection: .025 m at top.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: 2.16 m
-

top of base molding to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: Walls faced with small, square to rectangular blocks, moderately

well-finished.

Thickness: East end wall of Room 1 is .63 m thick.

Decoration: None.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Three members -

apron-type lower member, rectangular central member,

outward sloping member above.

Size: Overall height .54 m. Central member .10 m high, lower member .21 m

high.

Projection: .25 m at bottom.
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UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: .96 m
-

top of medial molding to bottom of cornice.

Decoration: Upper wall filled with continuous row of plain colonnettes.

Stonework: Colonnettes fairly well cut-and-dressed.

CORNICE:

Form; Four members -

apron-type lower member with continuous row of

colonnettes above. Rectangular member above colonnettes, with outward

sloping coping member at top.

Size; Overall height about .83 m. Lower three members about .56 m high total.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Rooms 1-3 executed in classic Puuc Colonnette style.

No data on exterior of Rooms 4-7.

SECONDARY CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING SEQUENCE:

Rooms 1-3 are clearly secondary to Rooms 4-7, as portion of the dividing

wall(s) between the two sets of rooms is exposed near the west end showing

that north wall of Rooms 4-7 is continuous behind the south wall of Rooms 1-3.

While Rooms 4-7 are now mostly destroyed, and therefore offer little in the way

of usable architectural data, a portion of the rear wall of Room 7, with a

stepped vault above, is still in place (see section).
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SITE: KOM NUMBER: 16Qd(10):92 DATE: 2/23/1983

STRUCTURE 5 (GROUP A)

INTERIOR DETAILS: ROOM 2

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.34 m.

Width: 3.34 m.

WALLS:

Height: 2.36 m
- floor to springline.

Thickness: Dividing walls to adjacent rooms .58 m thick.

Stonework: Wall faced with 10-11 courses of small blocks, set in somewhat

uneven courses.

Doorways: No data - fallen.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Wall Openings: None.

Platforms: No data -

room partly filled with debris.

Other: Front wall and outer half of vault completely fallen.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .07 m.

Height: 1.60 m
-

springline to bottom of capstone molding.

Stonework: Vault faced with 8 courses of wedge to boot-shaped stones.

Capstones: Capstone span about .40 m. Molding below capstones .10 m high.

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones

below springline.

Observations: Very typical classic Puuc vaulting.

OBSERVATIONS: Rooms 1 and 3 mostly fallen. Remaining details same as those

seen in Room 2.
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SITE: KOM NUMBER: 16Qd(10):92 DATE: 2/23/1983

GROUP B

Group B is situated on top of a steep-sided hill, about 1/2 kilometer northeast

of Group A. Top of hill has been terraced into several levels where remains of

six different buildings can be found. Four of these (Structures 1-4) are

organized around an irregularly shaped court near the southwest edge of the

uppermost terrace, while Structure 5 forms the western edge of this terrace;

roof of Structure 5 is even with top of terrace behind. Structure 6 is situated

about 80-100 meters northeast of Structure 2 and faces onto a small terrace,

somewhat below the level of the main terrace supporting Structures 1-4 (see

sketch plan).

STRUCTURE 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Small building with six rooms (see plan). Eastern

rooms (Rooms 4-6) clearly secondary to western rooms (Rooms 1-3) which are

executed in the Early Puuc style, while the rooms 4-6 are executed in the

classic Puuc Colonnette style.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for exterior of Rooms 1-3 only. See

separate sheet for exterior details of Rooms 4-6.

ORIENTATION:

BASE MOLDING:

Form; Single member, rectangular molding.

Size; .30 m high.

Projection: .025 m at top.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: 1.95 m
-

top of base to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework; Walls faced with 8 courses of small to medium sized, squarish

blocks, deeply tenoned into hearting.

Thickness: West wall .51 m thick at doorjambs.

Decoration: None.



DOORWAYS:

Shape: Doorjambs have slight inward slope.

Jambs: Faced with slabs, full thickness of wall.

Lintels: Stone lintels, about .22 m thick.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding.

Size: .19 m.

Projection: .12 m at bottom, .20 m at top.

Other: Medial molding breaks up over doorways to Room 2 (see photos and

restored elevation). Note geometric decorative forms in space created by

"broken" molding.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: Unknown -

upper portion fallen.

Decoration: None.

Stonework: Upper wall faced with small blocks, similar to those used in facing

of lower walls.

CORNICE: No data as upper portion of wall has fallen, but I believe that upper

wall carried no cornice, a detail which is typical for Early Puuc style buildings.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Early Puuc style.

OBSERVATIONS: West facade of Rooms 1 and 2, with broken molding over

doorways of Room 2, is typical for Early Puuc style. Presence of small,

geometric decorative elements in the form of diamonds and trapezoids in space

below "broken" medial molding is also typical for Early Puuc style.
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KOM, Group B, Structure I. Portion of main [north] facade.
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KOM, Group B, Structure 1. North Elevation [restored].



KOM. Group B, Structure 1. Portion of main facade, showing broken medial molding

KOM, Group B. Structure 1. Portion of main facade showing geometric decoration.
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KOM, Group B, Structure 1. View showing portion of rear facade.

KOM, Group B, Structure 1. Interior corner at rear, showing difference in facades.
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KOM, Group B, Structure I. Interior corner at rear KOM. Group B. Structure 1. Section at rear.
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Structure 1. west facade [restored)
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SITE: KOM NUMBER: 16Qd(10):92 DATE: 2/23/1983

STRUCTURE 1 (GROUP B)

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM 1

Length; 3.98 m.

Width; 2.36 m.

ROOM 2

Length; 6.87 m.

Width; 2.39 m.

Height; 2.13 m
- floor to springline.

Vault; 1.55 m
-

springline to bottom of molding below capstones.

ROOM 3

Length; 3.82 m.

Width; About 2.28 m.

ROOM 4

Length: 3.70 m.

Width: 2.48 m.

Doorway; .99 m. wide

Height; 2.08 m
- floor to springline.

Vault: 1.48 m high
-

springline to bottom of capstone molding.

Capstones; Capstone span .40 m.

ROOM 5

Length: 4.33 m.

Width: 3.02 m.

ROOM 6

Length: 4.26 m.

Width: 2.50 m.

Doorway: .99 m wide.



SITE: KOM NUMBER: 16Qd(10):92 DATE: 2/23/1983

STRUCTURE 2, GROUP B

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Small building with three rooms in line. Main facade

faces south-southwest.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for main facade.

ORIENTATION:

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding.

Size: .30 m high.

Projection; .025 m at top.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height; 2.0 m
-

top of base to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework; Wall faced with small blocks varying in size, only roughly cut-and-

dressed.

Thickness: Front wall .51 m thick at doorjamb.

Decoration: Groups of three colonnettes at corners, with spools at top, bottom,

and in center.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with large slabs, full thickness of wall.

Lintels: Stone lintels, about .25 m thick.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Three members -

rectangular central member with outward sloping

members above and below.

Size: .58 m high overall. Central member .12 m high. Lower and upper

members .23 m high.

Projection: .16 m at bottom.
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UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: .70 m
-

top of medial molding to bottom of cornice.

Decoration: Upper wall filled with continuous row of colonnettes with spools in

center. Colonnettes about .17 m in diameter.

Stonework: Colonnettes and spools wgell cut-and-dressed.

CORNICE:

Form: Four members. Apron-type lower member. Continuous row of colon

nettes in second member with rectangular member above. Otward sloping

coping member at top.

Size: Lower three members about .53 m high overall.

Projection: .13 m at bottom.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Colonnette style.

OBSERVATIONS: Upper facade of this building, including medial and cornice

moldings, very similar to upper facade of Structure 5, Group A, except that

colonnettes in upper wall of latter building do not carry spools.
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Kom. Group B, Structure 1. View of main facade.

Kom. Group B, Structure 2. South facade in front of Room
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Kom. Group B. Structure 2. Detail of southwest corner.
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KOM, Group B. View of passageway between Structures 1 and 2.
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SITE: KOM NUMBER: 16Qd(10):92 DATE: 2/23/1983

STRUCTURE 2 (GROUP B)

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.20 m.

Width: 2.56 m at doorjamb.

WALLS:

Height: 2.21 m
- floor to springline.

Thickness: Front wall .51 m thick at doorjamb.

Stonework: Walls faced with moderately well-cut small blocks, varying in size.

Doorway: Exterior doorway .76 m wide.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders; No data.

Wall Openings: None.

Platforms; None.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: About .07 m wide.

Height; 1.22 m
-

springline to bottom of molding below capstones.

Form; Vault faces show moderate curvature.

Stonework: Vaults faced with wedge-shaped stones, moderately well cut-and-

dressed.

Capstones: Capstone span about .41 m. Molding below capstones .10 m high.

Crossbeams; No data.

OBSERVATIONS: Rooms 2 and 3 now mostly fallen, but remaining details very

similar to those seen in Room 1.



SITE: KOM NUMBER: 16Qd(10):92 DATE: 3/4/1984

STRUCTURE 6 (GROUP B)

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for main (south) facade).

ORIENTATION: 194 degrees (magnetic) perpendicular to south facade.

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding.

Size; .51 m high.

Projection: .03 m.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height; 2.11 m
-

top of base to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: Walls faced with 8 courses of square to rectangular blocks,

moderately well cut-and-dressed.

Thickness: Front wall .56 m thick at doorjamb.

Decoration: Traces of red paint on wall wherever plaster is still preserved.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with large slabs, full thickness of wall.

Lintels: Stone lintel, .29 m thick.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Three members -

apron-type lower member, continuous row of colonnettes

in central member, rectangular member at top.

Size; .60 m high overall. Lower member .24 m high, colonnettes above .25 m

high, .18 m center to center.

Projection; .25 m at bottom.

Other; Colonnettes slope inward, roughly parallel to lower apron-type member.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: .96 m
-

top of medial molding to bottom of cornice.

Decoration: Wall filled with continuous row of colonnettes with spools at



center. Colonnettes .21 m center to center, spools .23 m high overall.

Stonework; Colonnettes and spools fairly well cut-and-dressed.

CORNICE:

Form: Four members. Lower three members same as medial molding, plus

outward sloping coping member above.

Size: About .96 m high overall. Lower three members about .53 m high total.

Projection: .13 m at bottom.

ROOF STRUCTURE: None.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Colonnette style.

OBSERVATIONS: Upper facade much like that seen in Structure 2 of this group,

and Structure 5 of Group A.
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SITE: KOM NUMBER: 16Qd(10):92 DATE: 3/14/1984

STRUCTURE 6 (GROUP B)

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2

Length; 4.69 m.

Width; 3.29 m at doorjamb.

WALLS:

Height; 2.07 m
- floor to springline.

Thickness; Front wall .56 m thick at doorjamb.

Stonework; Walls faced with 9 courses of small to medium sized blocks, only

moderately well-cut.

Doorways; Exterior doorway .92 m wide. Stone lintel - .48 m bottom of lintel

to springline.

Rod Sockets; None.

Cordholders: Finger-type cordholders high and low, both sides of doorway. .35

m to center from doorjambs.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: Small holes, about .12 m square, in front wall. Top of holes

about .07 m below medial molding. 1.29 m to center from doorjambs.

Platforms: None.

Other; Traces of paintings in black lines on front and rear walls.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .10 m.

Height; 1.99 m
-

springline to bottom of molding below capstones.

Form; Vault faces show very slight curvature.

Stonework; Vaults faced with 8 courses of wedge-shaped stones, set in

relatively even courses.

Capstones; Capstone span about .46 m. Molding below capstones .11 m high.

Crossbeams; Single crossbeams near ends of room, centered on springline.

Additional crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones below

capstone molding.

OBSERVATIONS: Room 1 now fallen -

no data.
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SITE: KOM NUMBER: 16Qd(10):92 DATE: 4/4/1984

GROUP C

Small group, about one-half kilometer south of Group A, which is situated on a

low rise of ground about fifty meters east of the access road when site is

approached from Xul. Structure 1, the only building still standing, has rooms

on two levels with rooms on lowest level facing north. Foundation brace a short

distance north-northeast of Structure 1. Long mound, representing remains of

fallen vaulted masonry building, north of Structure 1, with good sized plaza

between (see sketch map).

STRUCTURE 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Small building with rooms on two levels although only

central room on lower level is still standing. Three rooms on lower level faced

north and room(s) on upper level probably faced south onto a terrace whose top

is about even with the vault springline of the rooms to the north. Due to the

advanced state of collapse of the upper level rooms, it is impossible to tell if

the floor level of these rooms was at the level of the south terrace or at the

roof level of the rooms on the north side.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for north facade of rooms on lower level.

ORIENTATION: 9 degrees (magnetic) perpendicular to north facade.

BASE MOLDING: No data - covered with debris. Probably single-member,

rectangular molding, as is typical for Early Puuc style buildings.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain, but based on room height from floor to springline, must

have been about 1.90 m.

Stonework: Walls faced with small blocks, .17 to .23 m square, only moderately

well cut-and-dressed.

Thickness: Front wall .45 m thick at doorjambs of Room 2. Dividing walls to

adjacent rooms about .61 m thick.



Decoration: None.

DOORWAYS:

Shape; Rectangular.

Jambs; Faced with large slabs, full thickness of wall.

Lintels; Stone lintels, about .17 m thick.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding which breaks up over three doorways

of central room.

Size: .23 m high.

Projection: .10 m at bottom.

Other: .85 m
- bottom of lintel to bottom of medial molding over doorway.

Recesses, with cross-like geometric forms, in space below "broken" molding

(see photos and details).

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain -

upper portion of wall fallen.

Decoration; None - wall above medial molding is plain.

Stonework; Wall faced with small, squarish blocks, similar to those used in

facing of lower walls.

Other: Horizontal construction joint one course above top of lintels. Top of

wall at this height plastered before wall above was constructed.

CORNICE: No data -

upper portion of wall fallen. I believe, however, that

upper wall did not carry cornice, as most Early Puuc style buildings lack this

feature. See discussion below.

ROOF STRUCTURE: No roof structure in ordinary sense but there were rooms on

an upper level, above and behind northern rooms on lower level. Unfortunately,

these rooms have completely collapsed and no architectural details are now

visible.

ARCHnECTURAL STYLE: Early Puuc style. There are at least twenty-three

other examples of Early Puuc style buildings with single member medial

moldings which break up over the central doorway(s). (Andrews,! 985). About

IS I



half of these include small, geometric decorative elements in the space above

the doorway(s) created by the "broken" molding. The cross-like recesses seen

here are unique, as far as other Early Puuc style buildings are concerned but

similar shapes can be seen in the recessed wall panels of Structure 1 of Rio

Bee, Group D.
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SITE: KOM NUMBER: 16Qd(10):92 DATE: 4/4/1984

STRUCTURE: Group C, Structure 1

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2, lower level, north side.

DIMENSIONS:

Length; 6.76 m.

Width: 2.53 m.

WALLS:

Height: 1.99 m
- floor to springline.

Thickness: Front wall .45 m thick at doorjamb.

Stonework: Walls faced with 9 courses of small blocks, only roughly dressed.

Doorways: Central doorway .88 m wide. .27 m
- bottom of lintels to

springline.

Rod Sockets: None.

Cordholders; None visible.

Rings; None.

Wall Openings: Small holes, about .14 m square, in front wall about even with

bottom of lintels over doorways. See restored elevation.

Platforms: None.

Other: Dividing wall to Room 3 is .61 m thick.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .06-.075 m.

Height: 1.27 m
-

springline to bottom of molding below capstones.

Form: Vault faces show considerable curvature.

Stonework: Vaults faced with 6 courses of wedge-shaped stones, fairly well-

cut. Springline course is about .35 m high, course above, .30 m high.

Capstones: Capstone span varies, .46-.60 m. Molding below capstone about .16

m high - line of molding very irregular.

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones

below springline.

Other: Vault stones better dressed than those used in wall facings.



OBSERVATIONS: Rooms 1 and 3 now mostly fallen. Remaining details similar

to those seen in Room 2.
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SITE: KOM NUMBER: DATE: 2/28/1989

STRUCTURE: GROUP D, STRUCTURE I

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Small building with three rooms in line. Main facade

(now fallen) faces south. Building stands on low terrace, with higher terrace

behind (see plan).

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for rear (north) wall only. Main (south)

facade almost completely fallen.

ORIENTATION: 10 degrees (magnetic) perpendicular to back wall.

BASE MOLDING: No data - covered with debris.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain, due to height of rear terraces, which are above floor level of

rooms to south. Portion still in place with 6 courses of facing stones is 1.67

m high.

Stonework: Wall faced with well-finished, squarish blocks, about .25-.30 m on

face. Larger blocks used at corner.

Thickness: Rear wall about .71 m thick.

Decoration: None - wall is plain.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding.

Size: .19 m high

Projection: .12 m at bottom, .11 m at top

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain -

upper portion of wall fallen (portion still in place, with 6

courses, is 1.57 m high.

Decoration: None.

Stonework: Upper wall faced with squarish blocks, similar to those used in lower

walls.

Other: No indication that upper facade carried cornice molding.



ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Early Puuc style. All interior and exterior details are

typical for Early Puuc architectural style.

OBSERVATIONS: We noted several small, double-T frets in debris in front of

central room. I believe that these came from a small decorated area below the

medial molding which broke up over the central doorway. Broken moldings over

doorways, with geometric designs in space below broken moldings, are fairly

typical features of Early Puuc style buildings.
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Kom. Group D, Structure 1. Detail of rear wall.



Kom, Group D, Structure I. Portion of rear wall and vault of Room 2.

Kom. Group D, Structure I. Portion of rear wall.



Kom. Group D, Structure I. Mouth of well or chultun between Groups A and D
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SITE: KOM NUMBER: DATE: 2/28/1989

STRUCTURE: GROUP D, STRUCTURE I

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM 1:

Length: 3.95 m.

Width: 2.59 m.

ROOM 2:

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.68 m.

Width: 2.59 m.

WALLS:

Height: Unknown -

room partly filled with debris. Portion still exposed, with 8

course of facing stones, is 2.13 m high.

Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 3 is .73 m thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with medium sized, squarish blocks, moderately well-

cut. Coursing is slightly uneven.

Doorways: Fallen. Large jamb stones and stone lintels in debris.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Rings: No data.

Wall Openings: None.

Platforms: No data.

Other: Front wall, and vault above, completely fallen.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .06 m at rear wall. Same in end walls.

Height: 1.57 m -

springline to bottom of molding below capstones.

Form: Vault faces have straight sides.

Stonework: Vault faced with 7 courses of wedge-shaped stones. Springline

course is .30 m high, course above only .22 m high.
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Capstones: Capstone span about .61 m. Molding below capstones .17 m high.

Crossbeams; Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones

below springline. .23 m to center from end walls. Four additional crossbeams

at bottom of first course of stones below capstone molding, roughly at quarter

points of room.

OBSERVATIONS: Very large capstones, about .61 m wide.

ROOM 3:

Length; 3.92 m.

Width: 2.59 m.
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SITE: Dolores (North and South) NUMBER: DATE: 3/19/1989

BACKGROUND: The region around the Rancho Chimai and the abandoned Rancho

Dolores is filled with small groups of ruins. Unfortunately, the nomenclature is

not all consistent and different groups have apparently been given the same

name. Teobert Maler was the first to explore the ruins in this region in 1889.

He mentions various groups of ruins as follows:

Chunchimai 1: Isolated and totally collapsed building of two stories,

immediately north of old Rancho Chimai. (Not
t
located)

Chunchimai II: Large ruin, about 4 km north of Rancho Chimai, photographed

by Maler. (Not relocated)

Chunchimai III: Two buildings, about 1 km west of Rancho Chimai. (Relocated

February 23, 1989 by GFA, HJP, and UD)

Chunchimai IV: One building and one pyramid, about 2 km west of Rancho

Chimai. (Relocated March 19, 1989 by HJP and UD)

Dolores: Various buildings, about 3 km west of Rancho Chimai. (Not

relocated). Maler believed that buildings of Xbalche were not far from this

group.

Nick Dunning (1987) also described a site called Dolores (16Qd(10):76) which he

said is on the grounds of the old Rancho Dolores. He gives location as the

area just south of km 5-5.5 on white road from highway to Chunhuaymil. He

refers to two buildings; the first, a small two-room Early Puuc style building

and the second, a mostly fallen range-type building with 12 rooms.

In March of 1989, Hanns J. Prem and Ursula Dykerhoff located two additional

buildings in the vicinity of the abandoned Rancho Dolores which they called

Dolores North and Dolores South, neither of which appear to be the buildings

called Dolores by either Maler or Dunning.

SITUATION: Dolores North is about 800 meters south-southeast of km 4.9 on

white road from highway to Chunhuaymil. Dolores South is about 3 km south of

km 4.9 and about 2 km west of the Rancho Chimai.

TOPOGRAPHY: Region is marked by low and medium high hills, interspersed

with valleys of varying size. Valley floors show numerous rocky outcrops.

WATER SUPPLY: Chultun observed near Maler's Chunchimai IV. Several
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sartenejas near Rancho Chimai. Deep natural well near anandoned part of

Rancho Chimai.

MAPS: See sketch map included with this report.

SIZE: All sites in this region appear to be small. Generally consist of groups

scattered along edges of valley floors.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown, due to lack of detailed exploration. As noted by

Dunning (1987) much of area is covered with dense second growth, making

exploration extremely difficult.

COMMENTS: One of the problems created by locating somewhat isolated

building groups such as those described above, is concerned with identifying

the limits of a specific "site". I suspect that the various Dolores and Chimai

groups represent a rather restricted number of very dispersed sites, whose

limits cannot yet be specified.
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SITE: DOLORES, NORTH GROUP NUMBER: DATE: 3/19/1989

STRUCTURE 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Small, two-room building on terrace of considerable

extent in valley floor. Western room well preserved but east room now

completely collapsed (see plan).

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for front (south) facade.

ORIENTATION: 190 degrees (magnetic) perpendicular to south facade.

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Rectangular.

Size:

Projection:

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: 2.15 m
-

top of base to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: Walls faced with eight courses of squarish blocks, moderately well-

cut.

Thickness: Front wall .55 m thick at doorjamb.

Decoration: None - wall is plain.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with large slabs (2), full thickness of wall.

Lintels: Stone lintel.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Three members - outward sloping members top and bottom, with

rectangular central member.

Size: Overall height .55 m. Lower member .20 m high, central member .12 m

high.

Projection: .29 m at bottom.

Other: Face of central member decorated with "horseshoe" design.
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UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: 1.02 m
-

top of medial molding to bottom of cornice.

Decoration None.

Stonework: Wall faced with three courses of medium sized blocks.

CORNICE:

Form: Uncertain -

only lower member still in place.

Size: Lower member .25 m high.

Projection: .20 m at bottom.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Intermediate style. See Andrews, 198 for

description and discussion of this style.
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SITE: DOLORES, NORTH GROUP NUMBER: DATE: 3/19/1989

STRUCTURE 1

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.69 m.

Width: 2.95 m.

WALLS:

Height: 1.90 m
- floor to bottom of lintel over doorway.

Thickness: Front wall .55 m thick at doorjamb.

Stonework: Walls faced with nine courses of squarish blocks, moderately weU-

cut.

Doorways: Doorway to Room 1 .98 m wide. Bottom of lintel to springline = .58

m.

Rod Sockets; Single socket high in jamb, with two sockets below. See sketch.

Cordholders: Two finger-type cordholders high, to left of lintel, with one

below. See sketch.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: None.

Platforms: None.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .05-.10 m.

Height: 1.90 m.

Form: See photo.

Stonework: Vault faced with seven courses of wedge shaped stones.

Capstones: Capstone span
= .30 m. Molding below capstones .15 m high.

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams at springline, .25 m from end walls. Two

additional crossbeams at third points of room, about 1.55 m above springline.

Two more crossbeams near ends of room in molding below capstones.
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SITE: Vena NUMBER: DATE: 3/18/1989

BACKGROUND: The site was first visited and described by Teobert Maler

(unpublished notes, 1894). He photographed Structure 1, which is now totally

collapsed, but which can be identified on the basis of a section of the upper

wall zone which is still preserved in the debris. In recent years, the site was

relocated by Mario Magana and Pedro Gongora, guardians of the eastern Puuc

archaeological region of INAH. Site was investigated in March of 1989 by

Hanns J. Prem and Ursula Dykerhoff who obtained some architectural data on two

buildings not recorded by Maler.

SITUATION: Maler gives location as one league (4 kilometers) from Rancho San

Antonio on the road to Kiuic (from Bolonchen de Rejon) but mistakenly

indicated that the Rancho San Antonio was 2 1/2 leagues southeast of Bolonchen

when it is actually northeast of Bolonchen. Today the site is best reached from

Yaxhachen via a dirt road which leads to the ruins of Itzimte, near Bolonchen.

The branch road to the ruins (about 500 meters in length) is about 7.9

kilometers from Yaxhachen. This puts Vena some 5 kilometers south of the

Rancho Chimai, with which it is connected by a dirt road.

TOPOGRAPHY: The surrounding region is characterized by medium-sized

valleys situated between hills of varying height. Vena is in the midst of such

a valley, with some parts of the site being on low elevations.

WATER SUPPLY: Chultuns observed near Maler's building (Structure 1). Maler

mentions a deep cenote near rancho which was said to have water but which was

not used in his time.

MAPS: See sketch map included with this report.

SIZE: Medium sized site. South of buildings mentioned above, several

pyramids were observed but not visited.

CIVIC PLAN: No real data. Maler says: "...the remains of former not

unimportant town, the center of which can be considered a large courtyard,

surrounded on four sides by the main temples. The temples are all collapsed
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but their large substructures, with retaining walls, stairways, etc. are still

visible... Only a short distance south of the main courtyard and its temples is

the ruin of the main palace. ...Further to the south or southeast... I reached a

small and beautiful palace with colonnettes..." (photographed by Maler).

COMMENTS: The site appears to be in the state of Campeche, but is

occasionally visited by the guardians of the eastern Puuc zone in Yucatan.

Another site with standing architecture is reported to be a few kilometers east

of Vena but was not visited. Guardians for INAH (from Oxkutzcab) have been

informed about the latter site and will investigate.
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SITE: VENA NUMBER: DATE: 3/18/1989

STRUCTURE: PALACIO

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM 1

Length: 5.10 m.

Width: 2.80 m.

Vault height: 2.20 m.

Capstone Span: .26 m.

ROOM 2

Length: 5.50 m.

Width: 2.90 m.

WALLS:

Height:

Thickness; Exterior wall .60 m. thick at doorjamb.

Stonework;

Doorway; Exterior doorway 1.26 m. wide.

Rod Sockets; No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Other: No rings, wall openings, or platforms.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset:

Height: 2.20 m
-

springline to bottom of molding below capstones.

Form; Vault faces have straight sides.

Stonework:

Capstones; Capstone span
= .26 m.

Crossbeams; Single crossbeams near ends of room, .55 m from end walls. Two

additional crossbeams in fifth course of vault stones, 1.85 m from end walls,

and four more crossbeams in first course of stone below capstone molding.

ROOM 3: No data -

room fallen.
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ROOM 4

Length: 5.50 m.

Width: 2.27 m.

WALLS:

Height: 2.50 m.

Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 3 - .60 m thick at doorjamb.

Stonework: Walls faced with seven courses of moderately well-cut blocks.

These range in size from .17 x .30 m to .35 x .35 m.

Doorway: Doorway in dividing wall 1.24 m wide. Stone lintel, .52 m, bottom of

lintel to springline.

Rod Sockets: One socket .18 m below lintel, centered in jamb.

Cordholders: No data.

Rings: Uncertain - holes in wall which may be from fallen rings.

Wall Openings; None.

Other; Finished wall continues two courses of stone below finished floor. This

detail observed in looter"s hole.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .11 m.

Height: 2.10 m
-

springline to bottom of molding below capstones.

Form: Vault faces have straight sides.

Stonework: Vaults faced with eight courses of moderately well-cut stones with

rectangular faces.

Capstones: Capstone span
= .30 m. Molding below capstones .15 m high.

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in springline course
- .45 m

to center from end walls. Four additional crossbeams in capstone molding.

Other: Considerable plaster still intact on vault face and capstones.

ROOM 5

Length: 2.87 m.

Width: 2.47 m.

ROOM 6

Length: 8.15 m.
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Width; No data.

ROOM 7 Length: 6.0 m.

Width; No data.

ROOM 8

Length: 4.60 m.

Width: No data.
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SITE: XKALUPOCOCH I NUMBER: DATE: 3/6/1989

BACKGROUND: Site was first reported by Teobert Maler (1902) who described

three different groups of structures. Two of these (Groups 1 and 2) were seen

in 1889 while the third (Group 3) was not visited until 1895. Nick Dunning

(1987) explored a large area in and around the Xkalupococh savanna north of

Maler's groups and discovered a large site which he also called Xkalupococh,

even though it did not include any of Maler's three groups. The site seen by

Dunning runs northward from a group he located on a high hill known locally as

Xkalupococh Cerro. Maler's Group 3 was finally relocated in March of 1989 by

Dr. Hanns J. Prem and Ursula Dykerhoff Prem, who also discovered an additional

structure in this group not reported by Maler. Unfortunately, they were unable

to relocate the other two groups (Groups 1 and 2) reported many years earlier

by Maler. I have not visited this site myself (or the groups seen by Dunning)

and the data on Structures IIII of Group 3 included in this report were given

to me by Dr. Prem.

SITUATION: The site is situated about 15 kilometers south-southwest of Santa

Elena and Group 3 is no more than 1 to 1.25 kilometers south of Dunning's

Xkalupococh Cerro Group (Site 16Qd(10):221). This puts it 4 to 5 kilometers

west- southwest of the ruins of Xkampon, and about 8 kilometers west-southwest

of Kabah.

TOPOGRAPHY: There are several good sized savannas to the north and

northeast and Maler (1902) reported that after crossing the three savannas of

Pibilsods, Xhaxche and Xkampon, he ascended a "stony mountain" where the

ruins were found. Maler's stony mountain appears to be only one of a chain of

hills running northward and should not be confused with Dunning's Xkalupococh

Cerro, which lies to the north.

WATER SUPPLY: No real data. Dunning reports an aguada in the Xkalupococh

savanna and chultuns in the various groups he explored and there must also be

chultuns associated with the Maler groups which have not yet been reported.

MAPS: No known maps showing the individual groups reported by Maler nor is

there any map showing the relationships among these groups. Dunning (1987)



included a sketch map of his Group A (Site 16Qd(10:220) but this group is at

least 3 kilometers north of the Maler groups.

SIZE: Uncertain, due to lack of adequate maps. Maler said that his Group 2

was some distance north of Group 1 and that Group 3 was south of Group 1 but

did not give any distances. I suspect that Groups 1 to 3 spread out over a

distance of at least 1 kilometer but this is only conjecture. Dunning indicated

that the groups he saw covered an area of at least 3.5 square kilometers, not

including the Maler groups.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown, due to lack of map. Individual groups as noted by

Maler, Prem and Dunning seem to be well organized platform groups but site(s)

appears to be fairly dispersed. Dispersed sites of this kind generally do not

show any kind of formal overall arrangement, since the siting of individual

groups is mostly dependent on the fortuitous features of the natural landscape,

wherein hilltops and higher elevations are selected for building purposes,

regardless of their specific relationships to other groups.

COMMENTS: In order to avoid confusion in the future regarding the groups of

structures recorded by Dunning in 1987 and those recorded many years earlier

by Maler, I suggest that the three groups located by Maler be considered as

parts of a larger site called Xkalupococh I and that Dunning's groups be

considered as parts of Xkalupococh II. This distinction is consistent with

conditions elsewhere in the Puuc region where the same place name is used to

identify adjacent, but seemingly separate sites. For example, see Nakaskat I,

II, and III or Acambalam I and II.
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SITE: XKALUPOCOCH I NUMBER: DATE: 3/6/1989

GROUP 1 (First Group of Ruins)

According to Maler (1902:215), this group is situated about 1/2 kilometer to the

right (west) of the old wagon road ascending the stony mountain, when the site

is approached from Santa Elena. This group apparently consisted of two stone

masonry buildings, one of which was completely fallen, standing on a large

terrace which crowns a gentle rise of ground; the terrace itself is bordered by

low hills and mountains. Structure I, a well preserved building with two rooms,

faces south towards a long mound on the south side of the terrace (Structure II)

which represents the remains of a long, mult i -chambered, range-type building,

now completely collapsed.

STRUCTURE I

As shown in Maler's photograph (1902:fig. 13), Structure I of Group 1 is a fairly

typical Puuc Mosaic style building whose principal (south) facade has an

elaborately decorated upper wall zone featuring Puuc-type "geometric masks"

over the two doorways below (see Andrews, 1986, for description and analysis of

geometric masks). This motif was apparently repeated on the east end waU but

the upper wall zone of the rear (north) facade differs considerably as it shows

pairs of colonnettes, alternating with plain areas, each with spools at the

center and vertical rows of small triangles between each pair of colonnettes.

The lower wall zone of the south facade includes groups of three long

colonnettes, with spools at the top, bottom and center. These groups are found

at both ends of the building and centered between the doorways. Maler also

noted several red handprints on the walls of one of the rooms.

STRUCTURE II: No data -

completely collapsed.

GROUP 2 (Second Group of Ruins)

Maler (1902:216) indicated that this group is some distance north of Group 1

and included a small building with two rooms facing south. According to Maler,

this building "has a very elaborate and beautiful exterior arrangement,

consisting in part of some forms similar to those of the first edifice

(Structure I of Group 1) and also some variations". From this description, I

would conclude that this building carried some variant form of geometric masks

over the doorways, and like its counterpart in Group 1, should be classified as

a Puuc Mosaic style building.
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SITE; XKALUPOCOCH I NUMBER: DATE; 3/6/1989

GROUP 3 (Third Group of Ruins)

Maler (ibid) indicated that this group was on the same side of the road as

Group 1 (west) but in a "southerly direction" from Group 1. While Group 1 has

not yet been relocated, Hanns Prem (Personal communication) is confident that

Maler's Group 3 is about 1 kilometer south, and slightly east, of Dunning's

Xkalupococh Cerro group (Site 16Qd(10):221). Maler described only two

buildings of this group (Structures I and II) but Prem (Personal communication)

noted a third building (Structure III) a short distance to the north. These

three structures are described in more detail below:

STRUCTURE I

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Moderately well preserved building with ten rooms:

three rooms each on east and west sides, with two rooms each at north and

south ends. Stairway to roof, with passageway below, roughly centered on east

side. Both Maler and Prem noted that the three rooms on the east side are part

of an earlier construction, to which the other rooms and stairway were added at

a later date (see plan).

ORIENTATION: 90 degrees (magnetic) perpendicular to east facade.

BASE MOLDING:

Form; Single member, rectangular molding.

Size; No data -

mostly covered with debris.

Projection; No data.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height; 1.99 m
-

top of base to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework; Walls faced with

Thickness; Exterior wall .60 m thick at doorjamb of Room 1.

Decoration; None.

DOORWAYS:

Shape; Rectangular . (Note multiple doorway to Room 4 at north end formed by

two round columns).

Jambs; Faced with large slabs, full thickness of wall.

Lintels; Stone lintels, about .33 m thick
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MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Three members -

apron-type lower member, continuous colonnettes in

central member, rectangular member at top.

Size: Overall height .51 m. Lower member .19 m high, colonnettes in central

member .21 m high, upper member .11 m.

Projection: .20 m at bottom, .06 m at top.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: .87 m
-

top of medial molding to bottom of cornice.

Decoration: Upper wall filled with colonnettes, with spools in center,

interrupted by a series of ornamental bands.

Stonework:

Other: No data on facades of Rooms 4-10.

CORNICE:

Form: Four members. Lower three members similar to medial molding plus

outward sloping coping member above.

Size: Lower member .13 m high, central member (colonnettes) .22 m high.

Projection: No data.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Rooms 1-3 clearly executed in classic Puuc Colonnette

style. All data for exterior details comes from east facade and other three

facades which represent addition, may have been treated differently.

OBSERVATIONS: The plan of the building, which shows a solid central core

surrounded by rooms on all four sides, as well as the stairway to the roof on the

east side, suggests that at least one more room was to be constructed over the

solid central core. If so, it was never built as neither Maler or Prem give any

indication of a second story.
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SITE: XKALUPOCOCH I NUMBER: DATE: 3/6/1989

STRUCTURE: GROUP 111, STRUCTURE 1

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM 1

Length; 4.76 m.

Width; 2.34 m.

Walls; 2.27 m
- floor to springline.

ROOM 2

Length; 5.95 m.

Width: 2.32 m.

ROOM 3

Length: 4.77 m.

Width: 2.35 m.

ROOM 4

Length: 4.36 m.

Width: 2.12 m.

Doorways: Two round columns in exterior doorway, creating multiple entrance.

ROOM 5

Length: 4.30 m.

Width: 2.42 m.

ROOM 6

Length: 5.00 m.

Width: 2.40 m.

ROOM 7

Length: 5.70 m.

Width: 2.35 m.

ROOM 8
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ROOM 8

Length: No data - end wall fallen.

Width: No data -

room mostly fallen.

ROOM 9

Length: 2.50 m.

Width: No data - exterior wall fallen.

ROOM 10

Length: No data - exterior wall fallen.

Width: 1.60 m.
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SITE: XKALUPOCOCH I NUMBER: DATE: 3/6/1989

STRUCTURE: GROUP 3, STRUCTURE II

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Three room building situated near southeast corner of

Structure I of this group. Only room at west end still standing (see plan).

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for north facade of room at west end

(Room 3).

ORIENTATION: 15 degrees (magnetic) perpendicular to front (north) wall.

BASE MOLDING: No data - covered with debris.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Unknown - lower portion covered with debris.

Stonework:

Thickness: Front wall .52 m thick at doorjamb of Room 3.

Decoration: None.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Doorway to Room 3 rectangular. Doorway to central room had multiple

entrances formed by rectangular columns, now fallen (see detail).

Lintels: Stone.

Other: See Kiuic, Group 2, Structure 1 for details of rectangular doorway

columns, similar to those seen here.

MEDIAL MOLDING: No real medial molding. Sloping upper wall projects out

about .15 m beyond wall below and continues upward in a single plane.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: .65 m
- bottom of wall to bottom of cornice.

Decoration: None noted.

Stonework: Wall faced with three courses of

Other: See Kiuic, Group 2, Structure 1 for building with similar upper wall

profile.



CORNICE:

Form: Probably three members but only lowest member still in place.

Size: Lower member .38 m high.

Projection: No data.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Intermediate, or possibly Early Puuc style. See

Observations below.

OBSERVATIONS: The uppepr facade of this building is much like those seen in

Structure 1 of Group 2 at Kiuic, Structures 1 and 5 at Balche, and Structure 1 of

Group III, Acambalam, all of which show almost identical profiles. While all of

these buildings strike me as "early" rather than "late", none correspond

precisely to any of individual styles. For the moment, I am inclined to

consider all the buildings noted above as examples of a variant of the Early

Puuc style, since there are no known examples of any buildings in the classic

Puuc styles (Colonnette, Mosaic, Late Uxmal) that have undecorated sloping

upper wall zones.
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SITE: XKALUPOCOCH I NUMBER: DATE: 3/6/1989

STRUCTURE: GROUP 3, STRUCTURE II

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 3

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.03 m.

Width: 3.20 m.

WALLS:

Height: 1.98 m
- floor to springline.

Thickness: Front wall .52 m thick at doorjamb of Room 3.

Stonework: No data recorded.

Doorway: Exterior doorway .80 m. wide.

Other: No other data recorded.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .12 m.

Other: No other data recorded.

OBSERVATIONS: Rooms 1 and 2 mostly fallen -

no data except for doorway

columns in Room 2 seen in debris.



SITE: XKALUPOCOCH I NUMBER: DATE: 3/6/1989

STRUCTURE: GROUP 3, STRUCTURE III

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Small building with two rooms -

only northern room

still standing.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for main (east) facade.

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces east.

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Probably three members but only upper rectangular member still exposed.

Assume central member carried colonnettes with rectangular member below.

Size: Upper member .25 m high.

Projection: No data recorded.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: 2.07 m
-

top of base to bottom of medial molding (rear).

Stonework Walls faced with six courses of

Thickness: Front wall .60 m thick at doorjamb of Room 2.

Decoration: None.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with large slabs, full thickness of wall.

Lintels: Stone lintels, .39 m thick.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Three members -

apron-type lower member, central member with stepped

frets and colonnettes, rectangular upper member.

Size: Overal height .60 m. Lower member .23 m high, central member .27 m,

upper member .10 m high.

Projection: .28 m at bottom

UPPER WALL ZONE:
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Height: 1.30 m -

top of medial molding to bottom of cornice.

Decoration: Upper wall zone decorated with large frets (see photos).

Stonework: No data.

Other: Pattern and number of large frets uncertain.

CORNICE:

Form: Four members. Lower three members same as medial molding with

outward sloping coping member above.

Size: Lower apron member .20 m high. Overall height unknown.

Projection: No data.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Mosaic style.

OBSERVATIONS: Fairly typical example of classic Puuc Mosaic style building.
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SITE: XKALUPOCOCH I NUMBER: DATE: 3/6/1989

STRUCTURE: GROUP 3, STRUCTURE III

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2 (northern room).

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.94 m.

Width: 2.20 m.

WALLS:

Height: 2.10 m
- floor to springline.

Thickness: .60 m at doorjamb of Room 2.

Stonework: Walls faced with six courses of

Doorways: Stone lintel. .55 m bottom of lintel to springline.

Other: First course of stones below springline slightly recessed.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .08 m.

Height: No data.

Stonework: Vault faces have slight curvature.

Form: Vault faced with six courses of stones, moderately well-cut.

Capstones: No data.

Crossbeams: No data.

OBSERVATIONS: No special details noted. Typical interior for buildings in

classic Puuc Mosaic style.
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